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HISTORY
LEARNING COMMUNITY

The DreamYard Learning Community began out of a need to
have internal conversations about race and power within the

organization, based on experiences of racism both internally
and externally within the organization. Starting around 2012,
Black women leaders in the organization pushed for the Co-

Executive Directors/Founders and the organization as a whole
to seek out additional training in anti-racism work. The two co-

founders participated in Undoing Racism trainings from the
People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond (PISAB).

After participation in this training, the

anti-racism work within the organization.

do a two-day Undoing Racism training for

continue anti-racism work through our staff

organization decided to bring in PISAB to
the entire administrative staff. This training,

while it brought challenges, offered the staff

a common understanding of the roots of
racism in the United States and some shared
language to support future conversations
about racism.

From this discussion the group decided to
meeting time, this would become Learning

Community and was initiated and would
be led by Ama Codjoe and Renée Watson.
Second, the staff discussed that white

staff members needed to add more to the
conversation about what needed to change.

Two years later, in 2014, DreamYard brought

The first Learning Community began in

- and Monica Dennis to facilitate another

meetings between November and May.

in Rachael Ibrahim - an anti-racism trainer
foundational anti-racism training for the
administrative staff. This training covered
similar material to Undoing Racism, but used

an approach that integrated storytelling

and art-making, which fit well with the
DreamYard culture. The training concluded
with an invitation to keep our anti-racism
work going.

the fall of 2014 during our monthly staff

Ama Codjoe and Renée Watson led a

Steering Committee - made up of about

eight self-selected staff members from
across departments and our Co-Executive

Directors/Founders, Tim Lord and Jason

Duchin - to prepare the topics, materials,
and workshops for the inaugural Learning
Community.

A full administrative staff debrief was

Learning Community cycles have continued

of

the years, it’s focus has continued to center

scheduled and led by the Assistant Director
Professional

Development,

Renée

Watson. This conversation resulted in

key take-aways: first, a core team of Ama
Codjoe, Renée Watson, Jason Duchin, and

Tim Lord met to discuss how to continue

yearly since, and has changed in format over
anti-racism within DreamYard.

OVERVIEW

The DreamYard Learning Community is a year-long peer-led social justice
discussion that allows full-time staff to learn together by building community
and exploring how past injustices can inform our current work in order to

imagine a better future for our communities. This space places a special focus

on learning and developing strategies to address race and racism both within
the organization and in the work we do externally.

Through regular monthly staff meetings we use these sessions to establish
consistency in the way we talk about our work at DreamYard. The sessions also

allow us to practice and develop skills in facilitating conversations about race
and other intersectional social justice issues.

At DreamYard we value diverse backgrounds and experiences; and have a

commitment to honor and meet people where they are and understand people
have different entry points, we also have a commitment to working towards
becoming an Anti-Racist Institution. DreamYard Learning Community serves

as a tool for the organization to evaluate our commitment to racial equity

and to identify where we are on the Continuum on Becoming an Anti-Racist
Multicultural Institution.

LEARNING COMMUNITY GOALS:
•
•

Learn together by building community

Establish consistency in the way we talk about our work
at DreamYard

•

Explore how the past informs the present in order to
imagine a better future

•

Practice and develop skills in facilitating conversations
about race and other social justice topics that are
affected by and intersect with race

•

Value diverse backgrounds and experiences; honor and
meet people where they’re at and understand people
have different entry points

TIMELINE
2012 - 13
•
•
•
•

Ama participates in Undoing Racism workshop

Robyne, Ama, Renée and other women of color on staff pushed
Jason to go to Undoing Racism (PISAB) training

Jason and Tim go to PISAB Undoing Racism trainings

Tim and Jason decide to bring Undoing Racism two-day training to
the full Administrative Staff (February 2012)

2013 -14
•
•
•
•

Rachael Ibrahim and team facilitate Undoing Racism workshops
(June 2014), core team of admin staff supports
Renée leads follow up workshop

Staff decides to keep anti-racism work going through our staff
meeting time

Discussed that white people need to add more to the conversation
about what needed to change

2014 -15
•

Undoing Racism training for admin staff

Learning Community is started - Born out

(Nov), multiracial core team (of admin staff

of our work with anti-racist organizers/

supports (Hector Rivera, Hillary Kolos,

trainers to become a more anti-racist
•
•
•

organization and to keep work going

LC Themes, 3 sessions each: Racism /
Hetero-sexism / Patriarchy

Ama and Renée lead workshops with staff

LC Steering Committee begins with self-

Rajeeyah Finnie-Myers, and Tim Lord)
2017-18
•
•

selected group from admin staff, led LC

•

Zinn Group begins to go deeper into LC

•

•

•

•
•

Changed

to

whole

staff

facilitation.

•

We commit to look at DY as a whole and

•

Link to folder with agendas/resources

•

practice what we are learning

•

LC Theme: Intersectionality
Rajeeyah

becomes

Director

of

Professional Development and begins to
•
•
•
•
•

and

Yesenia

focus for the year

Some H2H staff members participate but

•

and if they can continue to participate.

Ama works with Steering Committee
leading “Deep Dives”
It is emotional

Use the continuum to work towards being
an anti racist organization

Link to folder with agendas/resources

Staff is given the rest of the day after LCs

Leadership Team uses Deep Dives for the
year to focus on Racial Equity work

2016 -17
•

•

Steering Committee helps support groups
of all admin staff to lead a session.

Finnie-Myers

there are questions about who participates
•

LC Theme: Civil Rights Movement

Rajeeyah

Forward Arts Innovation Lab to inform the

readings
2015-16

Interpersonal, Institutional, Structural

Macedo use their work from the Race

sessions under the guidance of Ama and
Renée

LC Theme: Levels of Racism - Internalized,

2018-19
•

lead LC Steering Committee.

•

frame work for the year

•

Ama works with Rajeeyah and Steering to
Continue whole staff facilitation with

Rachael Ibrahim and teamm including

Monica Dennis and Heidi Lopez, facilitate

Ama works with Steering Committee on
themes and structures

Change to steering committee leading
be on a team and work on a project that

We name that we will center race but keep
Link to folder with agendas/resources

dominant culture, and Intersectionality

shorter workshop on themes. All staff will

Steering Committee support
an intersectional lens

LC Themes: Internalized bias, White

applies an intersectional racial equity lens
•

to work at DreamYard

A H2H staff member will stay on the
Steering Committee but H2H will do their
own racial equity trainings for their staff.

LEARNING
COMMUNITY
HOW TO DO IT?

NURTURE

CREATE

ACTIVATE

CONNECT

LEARNING
COMMUNITY
STRUCTURE
Currently, the DreamYard Learning Community meets in yearly cycles. There is

a Steering Committee that organizes the overall structure of the year. Each year
a specific theme is identified which will frame how the organization discusses
race for the year.

Once the structure for the year is defined all Full-Time Administrative staff are
divided into working groups and create and facilitate their assigned Learning
Community Section. The groups are a mix of departments, levels in the

organization, gender and race. The organization is thoughtful and intentional
about how groups are created as it supports community building.

Each session has a specific focus that is identified by the Learning Community
that the staff is able to discuss further to better understand race in the

workplace. There are 4-6 Learning Community sessions that occur throughout
the school-year period, with a break during the summer months. Each session

has a duration of approximately 3-4 hours, including a lunch and section for
staff announcements and updates.

At the end of the year staff can give feedback to the Steering Committee to
identify what they “loved” or “needs love”.

STEERING
COMMITTEE
The Steering Committee is comprised of 5-10 individuals, from representative
departments in the organization. This Committee sets the topics and structure for the
Learning Community for the year. It meets monthly and is responsible for organizing our
social justice work through developing and deciding on projects around a specific focus
for LC for the year.

In order to maintain structure and support for these sessions, the
Committee is responsible for dividing up the staff into working groups,

scheduling meetings and assigning people to lead meetings in teams.
With this work these teams model our social justice and collaborative
learning approach to work at DY.

The Steering Committee takes time to do “deep dives” into the themes
and sub-topics in between Learning Community sessions which helps

them understand the discussion topics and guide conversation as
needed.

At the end of the year, this group reviews feedback from the previous year

from staff, makes any needed changes to the structure of the meetings,
and picks a guiding theme and sub-topics for the coming year. In this
work, the Steering Committee can shape what the LC is evolving into
and support leadership development and facilitation skills across DY.

HOW TO PLAN
A SESSION

Each LC working group is provided a guideline of how to create an agenda for their workshop,
this outline is provided below.
Agenda Template
•
•
•
•

Opening

Close Reading One & Synthesis (past) - video clip, article

Close Reading Two & Synthesis (present) - video clip, article, news

Discussion: Similarities, Differences, Personal Connections (Venn Diagram)

Here are some suggestions to get you started . . .

Opening:

itself. Find creative ways to integrate this new

opener to introduce the topics or questions that

A timeline activity or Gallery Walk

Set the stage for our time together with a quick

we will be addressing throughout the session.
Here are some ideas:

Present a quote from a Freedom Fighter or Artivist
to contextualize the day

Facilitate a “Stand Up If” activity with a list of 4-5
prompts

Create a “Close Your Eyes & Imagine” Scenario.

Paint a picture of time period or event with specific

knowledge. How about . . .

A graffiti Wall or Post-it note activity

A large group discussion (what do you notice?
how does this make you feel?)*
A short small group discussion

An art-making activity (“in the style of”, persona
poem, theater activity)

A pair share a.k.a. “turn and talk” *

details from your research and pose a question to

Note: * denotes suggestions that can be made

Close Reading (One and Two):

One of your Synthesis Activities should be short

presentation (or tofu!). Choose one close reading

Make sure to budget enough time so that people

the group

This is the “meat and potatoes” of your
from the past and one close reading from the
present. The close reading could be:
a short video clip
an audio clip

quick and short!

and quick and the other can be more in depth.
feel like they have been able to wrestle with the
ideas and feel satisfied even if they are hungry for
more.

a short article or essay
a poem

a longer article or essay

Community Agreements

Helpful Hint: If you want to use a longer piece, you

Be Present (stay off phones, be there, participate)

a week’s notice) so that we come into the meeting

you are taking up)

can always email it out ahead of time (with at least

having watched or read what you want to dive
deeper into.

Synthesis (One and Two):

Now that you’ve presented something to the
group it’s time to digest it through conversation,

problem-posing, and dialogue. The synthesis of
the material is just as important as the material

Step Up, Step Back (be aware of how much space
One Mic (no side conversations)

Stay on your Growing Edge (keep an open mind)

What else? (ask folks if anything is missing that
they need)

BEST
PRACTICES
•

What Needs Love - In order to push through difficult conversations, address issues as

they come up. These conversations are essential to the growth of the team and could
change the trajectory of the work.
•

Self-Care - This is about nurturing self and the team. Create the space to support
people in doing what they need to do, to be well and present for the process

•

Meet people where they are at - Understanding that this can be a challenging process
and will not always look and feel good.

•

Make time for debrief/reflection/feedback - Be mindful of the time, it can and will go by

quickly. Build in your debrief and reflection time for all voices to be heard. Without it, you

run the risk of missed opportunities for new ideas or unresolved feelings from a heavy
topic
•

Be mindful of meeting times - Due to the level of emotional investment is required and
equal amount of space to process is essential. Be aware of what is taking place before
and after meetings, as well as what is being asked of your staff team.

•

Incorporating supportive practices - Incorporating supportive practices will give people
the tools they need to communicate effectively with one another. It also helps to ensure

that everyone is on the same page. (ie. Talking stick, restorative justice, restorative
space)
•

Set appropriate boundaries - Vulnerability and openness is key to taking this work to the

next level. In order for individuals to feel safe and secure appropriate boundaries need
to be set, individually and collectively.

INSPIRING
THE ART
OF
EDUCATION

WE
ARE
THE
BRONX.

